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Abstract: The flying wing is a promising concept for the mid long-term commercial aviation. 
After the previously published conceptual design of a 300-seat class flying wing, the present 
article carries out a parametric analysis to optimize its planform and analyse the suitable cruise 
conditions to achieve the highest efficiency of such configuration. The figures of merit chosen for 
the optimization are the direct operating cost and the maximum take-off weight per passenger, 
for a specified constant range of 10 000 km. The design has to respect five relevant constraints: 
wingspan (limited to 80 m), cabin width, wing tip chord, number of passengers, and cruise lift 
coefficient. The optimum aircraft fulfilling all constraints cruises at 45 000^47 000 ft andM = 0.82, 
has an aspect ratio of 6.3 and taper ratio of 0.10, and carries about 280 passengers in three-class 
seating. This aircraft is about 20 per cent more efficient than conventional wide bodies of similar 
size, in terms of trip fuel. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Commercial aviation of the jet era has been based 
on what is currently called the conventional layout. 
This is characterized by a slender fuselage mated to 
a high aspect ratio wing, with horizontal and vertical 
tailplanes fitted to the fuselage tail cone, and pod-
mounted engines under the wing [1]. A variant, with 
engines attached to the rear fuselage, was also devel
oped during the 1950s and is still broadly used in 
business and regional jets. The conventional arrange
ment has been incorporating all improvements in 
aerodynamics, propulsion, materials, avionics, etc., 
over the years. As a consequence, the airliners are now 
about 100 per cent more efficient than 50 years ago, 
in terms of range parameter [2]. However, it seems 
that this configuration is approaching an asymptote 
around the size of A380 in its productivity and capacity 
characteristics [3, 4], and this is happening in a period 
of increasing environmental concern about pollution 
and noise [5-7]. 

What designs will be better matched to the afore
mentioned scenario within two or three decades? One 
of the configurations under study is the flying wing in 
its different concepts: blended-wing body, C-wing, U-
wing, tail-less aircraft, etc. [8-17]. The introduction of 
a new paradigm must be backed up by suitable analy
sis, albeit of an approximate nature, of relevant issues 
such as productivity, airport compatibility, passenger 
acceptance, etc. In the case of flying wings, open liter
ature indicates that this layout may provide significant 
fuel savings and, hence, a lower level of pollution com
pared to conventional designs. Moreover, according to 
the published research, the engine intakes would be 
above the wing and the aircraft would require none or 
very limited high-lift devices in low-speed operations, 
which would result in a quiet airplane. These findings 
explain the great deal of activity carried out by the air
craft industry and numerous researchers to perform 
conceptual design studies and identify problems and 
challenges posed by this layout. Most articles deal with 
very-high-capacity aircraft, up to 1000 passengers, but 
the forecasts are very promising for medium-capacity 
flying wings too. 

The conceptual design of a 300-seat class flying 
wing, including technical feasibility and operational 
efficiency aspects, has been described in some for
mer articles [18-22]. Not only is the flying wing 15-20 



per cent more efficient in cruise but it also requires 
shorter take-off and landing distances and generates 
a less intense vortex wake, thus increasing airport and 
airways capacities. The present article concentrates on 
optimizing the cruise Mach number and wing plan-
form, namely the aspect and taper ratios, of such con
cept by means of a parametric analysis. The process is 
carried out subject to five operational and design con
straints, which will duly be described later: the new 
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) 80 m 
wingspan limit, cabin width, wing tip chord, number 
of passengers and cruise lift coefficient. The range is 
kept constant during the process at 10 000 km and the 
cruise mid-point altitude is assumed to be 45 000 ft, 
from a former first approximation analysis. Once the 
flying wing planform is optimized, the specific range 
(range per unit mass of fuel burnt) is obtained for sev
eral flying altitudes, in order to confirm the suitability 
of the 45 000 ft hypothesis and the penalties associated 
with non-optimum conditions. 

2 THE C-FLYING WING CONFIGURATION 

The main features of the C-type flying wing used in 
the present research are described in detail in ref
erence [20]. Its initial specifications correspond to a 
common long-range mission: 10 000 km with a full 
passenger load (around 250-300 passengers) at high 
subsonic speed (Mach number between 0.8 and 0.85). 
This mission covers most relevant routes between 
Europe and USA, West US coast to Far East, etc. [5, 6]. 

Except for a nose bullet in the apex to accommodate 
the cockpit with adequate visibility, the leading and 
trailing edges are perfectly straight. Figure 1 depicts 
the overall external as well as internal arrangement 
of the aircraft. The wing spars are located at 11 per 
cent and 67 per cent of the chord. These values pro
vide a suitable balance between structural strength 
and rigidity on one side and habitability on the other 
side [20]. Table 1 depicts the key variables of the 
C-layout conceptual design. 

Table 1 Main features of a non-optimized flying 
wing conceptual design 

Variable 

Overall length (m) 
Overall width (m) 
Height above ground (m) 
Wing area (m2) 
Wingspan (m) 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 
c/4 swept angle (degree) 
Cabin area (m2) 
Three-class capacity 
MTOW (kg) 
OEW (kg) 
MPL (kg) 
MFW (kg) 
Thrust-to-weight ratio at take-off 
Maximum wing loading (Pa) 

Value 

46 
77 
16 
893 
75 
6.3 
0.11 
30 
230 
240 
205 000 
109 000 
35 000 
75 000 
0.25 
2250 

The C-wing layout exhibits the minimum induced 
drag among various alternatives [9]. As indicated in 
the Introduction, the 80 m wingspan limit of ICAO F 
category [23] has been respected. To allow outer bend
ing of the wing-tip-attached empennages, the actual 
wingspan is limited to 77 m. This limitation has a deep 
influence on the design, as it will be shown below. 

In a payload-driven design, such as the flying 
wing [12, 16], the cabin area is avariable of maximum 
relevance. This area can be expressed as 

c i t 
- ^ - = f (A,X,-, inner arrangement, etc. 

o \ C 

(i) 

where Scab stands for cabin area, S wing gross area, A 
aspect ratio, k taper ratio, and tic relative thickness. 

By definition, wing gross area, wingspan {b), and 
aspect ratio are linked through A = b2/S. 

On the other hand, in a pure flying wing the wet
ted area (the dominant term in aerodynamic drag) is 
related to the internal volume and the airfoil relative 
thickness (assumed constant spanwise) as 

Wetted area 
(Volume)2/3 a 

¿1/3 
-2/3 

(2) 

Therefore, to obtain the best from its inherent char
acteristics the flying wing must be designed with a 
higher relative thickness and lower aspect ratio than 
its conventional counterparts. Slightly aft loaded, 17 
per cent thick airfoils are used in the outer part of 
the wing, whereas upward rear curvature airfoils with 
similar thickness are employed in the central part for 
trimming purposes [14, 24]. Such uncommon thick
ness is just in the admissible region according to 
reference [25] 

Fig. 1 Two-view sketch of the C flying wing < (0.95 - 0.1CLcr) - (Mn, 0.02) cos0'5 A (3) 



where CLcr and Mnom stand for cruise lift coefficient 
and design Mach number, respectively, and A is the 
quarter chord swept angle. 

Structurally, the flying wing is arranged as a dual 
entity: an unconventional inner wing with a pres
surized torque box between the spars, for passenger 
cabins and holds, and an outer wing with fairly con
ventional architecture, including fuel tanks outboard 
of the cargo holds. The inner wing is arranged as a 
vaulted double-skin, ribbed shell that behaves very 
well in terms of weight saving, load diffusion, and 
fail-safe features [11, 19, 20]. 

Figure 2 shows the internal cabin arrangement in 
a three-class seating for about 250 passengers. Exit 
doors are provided as follows: two symmetric pairs 
through the leading edge of the aircraft plus one sym
metric pair at the rear; all of them type A size. Cabin 
cleaning and servicing can be performed without 
interfering with passengers, by using the rear doors, 
thus shortening the turnaround time of the aircraft. 

It is important to notice that this aircraft must fly 
higher than conventional airliners for its different drag 
polar parameters and low wing loading. In effect, 
for a common parabolic drag polar, i.e. CD = CD0 + 
Cl/(nA<p) and a current technology turbofan, with spe
cific fuel consumption varying as c, ~ M^\fO [26, 27], 
the lift coefficient for an efficient cruise is 

CLcr = y/pCmnA(p (4) 

where fS is a parameter related to the Mach num
ber dependence of the specific fuel consumption (see 
equation (12)), about 0.5 for current high bypass ratio 
turbofans; CD0 is the constant term in the drag polar; 

Fig. 2 Potential three-class seating arrangement for 250 
passengers. The outer bays are symmetrical 
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Fig. 3 Cruise conditions for conventional transport air
planes and flying wings [20] 

and <p is the induced drag efficiency factor (between 
0.75 and 0.9 in most cases) [25, 28]. 

From the vertical balance of forces, lift equals 
weight; i.e. Wa = L = (y/2)pM2SCLcv. Therefore, from 
equation (4) the pressure altitude in cruise is 

V 
2W„IS 

yM2^/pCD0nA(p 
(5) 

where y is 1.4 and p, M, and Wcr are pressure, Mach 
number, and weight in cruise conditions, respectively. 
As indicated in Fig. 3 (from reference [20]), the flying 
wings have to fly higher than conventional airliners to 
obtain the maximum benefits from its aerodynamic 
and propulsive characteristics. 

The centre of gravity of the empty flying wing is at 
32 per cent of the mean aerodynamic chord, and most 
conditions fall within a 28-34 per cent range, much 
shorter than in common transport aircraft [28, 29]. 
These values are in perfect agreement with the location 
of the aerodynamic centre, which is estimated to be at 
32 per cent in cruise, and slightly ahead in low-speed 
conditions. 

As shown in reference [20], this C-type flying wing 
requires about 15 per cent less trip fuel than similar-
capacity aircraft, such as A330-200 and B777-200, and 
it is capable of taking off and landing in only 1800 and 
1300 m, respectively. 

3 OPTIMIZATION PROCESS 

Optimizing the wing planform means finding the val
ues for the aspect ratio A, taper ratio k, and swept 
angle A, which provide an optimum for certain figure 
of merit. The quarter chord swept angle, A, is directly 
linked to the design Mach number, relative thickness 
(17 per cent), and cruise lift coefficient (~0.20) through 
equation (3). 

Two different figures of merit are used in the present 
study to increase the robustness of the whole proce
dure: the direct operating cost (DOC) and the maxi
mum take-off weight per passenger Wt0/Npax, in the 
understanding that both variables are representative 
of efficient performance and good design [25, 28]. 
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Fig. 4 Process chain used for optimization 

The process chain is presented in Fig. 4. It includes 
six modules devoted to wing and cabin geometries, 
aircraft main weights, aerodynamics, thrust, perfor
mances, and economics. As trip fuel, maximum take
off weight, etc. depend on the performances and, 
on its turn, the performances depend on the aircraft 
weight, the process incorporates an iteration loop. At 
the end of the chain, the results are confronted with 
the following operational and design constraints: 

(a) cabin half-width, smaller than 7.9 m, equivalent 
to two generous narrow body bays, for emer
gency evacuation considerations and to avoid 
large vertical acceleration in bank manoeuvres; 

(b) wing tip chord, larger than 2.2 m, for structural rea
sons, because half T empennages are fitted to each 
tip (see Fig. 1); 

(c) number of passengers, below 315 to give a margin 
with respect to the maximum acceptable of 330, 
for emergency evacuation reasons; 

(d) cruise lift coefficient, smaller than 0.275, to assure 
acceptable cabin attitudes in flight and to avoid 
buffet onset in manoeuvres, in this thick airfoil. 

Following the process chain of Fig. 4, the geometry 
module starts by computing S, Scab, and the aircraft 
capacity A/pax, in three-class seating 

->cab 0.14 A 
1 + A. 
1 -X 

4b2 

A2(l + X)2 

NpaK = 0.96Scab 

(7) 

(8) 

where Scab is the cabin area in square metres. The 
parameter c^n (equal to 15 m) appearing in equa
tion (7) is imposed by airfoil geometry and spar loca
tion for habitability. 

On the other side, equation (8) represents about 10 
per cent extra room per passenger with respect to con
ventional transport airplanes in the category [30, 31] 
to account for slanted corridors, thick ribs for bay 
separation, etc. 

In the mass module, the main weights are related as 
follows 

MTOW = OEW + PL + TF + RF (9) 

where MTOW indicates maximum take-off weight, 
OEW operating empty weight, PL payload, TF trip 
fuel, and RF reserve fuel. On its turn, the operat
ing empty weight is decomposed among structure, 
equipment, furniture, crew, and other operational 
items. Their contributions are computed in terms of 
MTOW, Scab, and iVpax following the common concep
tual design-level expressions [28, 29, 32]. The reserve 
fuel is estimated to be 5 per cent of the landing 
weight [25, 28, 32]. Payload is estimated as 100 kg per 
passenger, plus extra cargo in the available space of 
the freighthold. Finally, the trip fuel is computed as 

TF = 0.05 MTOW + 0.97MTOW[1 - e -(9700/JO-i (10) 

The first right-hand term represents the fuel con
sumption in the non-cruise phases of the trip [32, 33]. 
The 0.97 factor indicates the weight fraction at the 
cruise start with respect to MTOW, at a high flight 
level [33]. On the other side, the design range, i.e. 
10 000 km, has been shortened by 300 km to compen
sate for the distance flown in climbing and descent. 

The average range parameter, K, depends on the 
cruise speed, V, specific fuel consumption, Cj, and lift 
over drag ratio, LID, as 

K 
V L 
7jD 

(11) 

which, with cj = 0.62 M^Ve [26, 27] and some mathe
matical manipulation, yields 

K 
-Mnom^tp C L 

0.62 M°05m CD 
(12) 

A 
(6) 

where a^, is the speed of sound at or above the 
tropopause, and the aerodynamic ratio has been sub
stituted by the coefficients ratio. The Mach number 
dependence of the specific fuel consumption [26, 27] 



is explicitly shown in the first denominator. Therefore, 
the range parameter can be expressed as 

K 1713 M0'5 — (13) 

where the factor 1713 is in kilometres. By assuming 
that the typical mid-cruise takes place at 45 000 ft [20], 
the lift coefficient is 

C, = 9.50 x 10~ 
t M T O W - T F / 2 

(14) 

where MTOW and TF are expressed in kilograms and S 
in square metres. For the present study the drag polar 
is represented by a common parabolic relationship 

CQ — Co r2 

0.9KA 
(15) 

The 0.9 factor in the denominator of the lift-
dependent part includes the effect of the vertical 
stabilizers to diminish the vortex wake [9]. The first 
right-hand term is estimated as follows [34] 

CDO = 3.96Cf 

+ 3.578 

1 
0.085 

(T+T) 
cos015 A 

2.5 

Mn 
0.71 

cos0-5 A 
(16) 

As the swept angle is matched to the design Mach 
number, the wave drag contribution is only about 
0.001 for all cases considered. Although the flying wing 
concept is very appropriate for incorporating laminar 
flow control and other emerging technologies [20], the 
present study considers that only the first 15 per cent 
of the chord has a laminar boundary layer. The friction 
coefficient is, thus, estimated as 

cf = 0.198i?e-05 + 0.365(log i t e r (17) 

As shown in Fig. 4, DOC is estimated at the end of the 
process. DOC is not estimated here in absolute terms 
(which is beyond the scope of the present research 
and would have many unknown input data), but in 
relative terms with respect to a baseline design estab
lished in a previous analysis [20], which carries 280 
passengers at Mnom = 0.80, with MTOW (Wtoief) equal 
to 215 000 kg and reference trip fuel TFre/ of 59 000 kg. 
As usual, DOC includes the contributions related to 
aircraft price, crew, fuel, airport and navigation taxes, 
and maintenance. Explicitly this means 

DULi — Lp r¡ c e + C c r e w + Cf fuel • ^ tax ~r ^maint (18) 

Because of being a relative DOC, it is equal to 1.00 
for the arbitrary baseline data. A typical sharing for 
a medium-size wide body in a long-range mission 
is 25 per cent, 12 per cent, 33 per cent, 15 per cent, 

and 15 per cent, respectively [35, 36], and this shar
ing has been taken in the present computations for 
the baseline design. The contributions are assumed to 
vary with MTOW, the flying block time (cruise time 
plus half an hour, i.e. 0.5 + 9.42/Mnom), and the num
ber of passengers [35-37]. Various contributions are 
computed as 

Wt0 / 9.42 

0.05 ATpax 

0.5 
23 

AT~ pax 

Ccre„ = I 0.07 

Quel = 0.33 

^ t a x 

280 

TF 280 

9.42 
M n n m 

22.1 

Nr pax 

0.07 wtn 

w„ 

CTY 0.15 

toref 

wm 

0.08-
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280 
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Nr 

Wt toref 

9.42 
M n o m 

0.5 

pax 

23 

N, 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 
pax 

As it is usual in DOC studies, the crew block time in 
equation (20) is considered half an hour longer (1 + 
9.42/Mnom) than the flying block time [35-37]. 

4 PARAMETRIC RESULTS 

The whole process is repeated for Mnom = 0.8, 0.82, 
and 0.85, and, according to previous analysis, the 
aspect ratio is studied within the 5.6-7 range and the 
taper ratio between 0.08 and 0.28. 

All results are gathered in spread sheets and plots, 
for the diverse Mnom, A, and k combinations. Four 
columns are added with flag codes to indicate whether 
the aforementioned constraints are surpassed. The air
foil characteristics, wing spar location (11 per cent and 
67 per cent of chord), wingspan {b = 77 m), and range 
{R = 10 000 km) are assumed to be constant during 
the process, corresponding to the values defined in 
the conceptual design [20]. 

For each design case, i.e. the constant initial input 
data (range, structural arrangement, airfoil relative 
thickness, etc.), plus a given set of A, k, and Mnom, the 
procedure provides values for a large number of vari
ables: wing area, cabin surface, swept angle, number 
of passengers, maximum take-off weight, operating 
empty weight, payload, trip and reserve fuel, mid-
cruise lift over drag ratio, and DOC. It must be recalled 
that DOC is estimated only in relative terms, with 
respect to an initial reference. The second figure of 
merit, i.e. the maximum take-off weight per passenger, 
is then easily computed from the former variables. 

Figures 5 and 6 show DOC and Wt0 /Npax as a func
tion of aspect ratio and taper ratio for Mnom = 0.8; 
the acceptable results, respecting all constraints, are 
shown in thick lines. The plots also depict, to the 
bottom-left corner, the boundaries corresponding to 



Fig. 5 
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Constrained results of relative DOC in terms of 
aspect ratio and taper ratio for Mn o m = 0.8. From 
top to bottom A = 7, 6.8, 6.6, 6.4, 6.2, and 6. 
The boundaries of acceptable values correspond 
to the following design constraints: — • • — 
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Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 5 but for maximum take-off weight 
per passenger 

with several A-k combinations that provide DOC val
ues close to the optimum. As a matter of fact, between 
the A-k points 6.1-0.18 and 6.4-0.1, the DOC hardly 
varies by 2 per cent. This result is very interest
ing because it provides some degree of freedom for 
the designers, who could thus trade other design or 
operational constraints. 

At higher Mnom, i.e. 0.82 and 0.85, the A and k values 
for an optimum DOC change very little: in both cases 
they are A = 6.3 and k = 0.10. The absolute DOC min
imum, within the accepted A-k-Mnom space occurs at 
Mnom = 0.85 and it is just 1.7 per cent smaller than the 
one at 0.8. 

The former arguments and comments apply with 
respect to Wt0/NpaK, although the absolute minimum 
in this figure of merit corresponds to Mnom = 0.82, with 
A = 6.3 and k = 0.10 as well. Such optimum corre
sponds not only to 760 kg/pax, well below the values of 
A330-200 (890 kg/pax) andB777-200 (920 kg/pax), but 
also below those of B747-400 (860 kg/pax) orA380-800 
(920 kg/pax). 

As indicated earlier, because the mathematical opti
mum falls beyond the envelope of acceptable A and 
k values, the optimum does not imply a first zero 
derivative of DOC or Wt0 INpaK with respect to such 
variables. On the other hand, it must be realized that 
the results are more dependent on the aspect ratio 
than on the taper ratio. This is clearly observed in 
Figs 5 and 6 and can be quantified by computing the 
non-dimensional sensitivity derivatives near the con
strained optimum. For example, for Mnom = 0.8 the 
corresponding values are 

9DOC A 

dA DOC 

for the DOC, and 

9Wn A 

1.26 and 
9DOC k 

dk DOC 
0.13 

dA Wn 
1.15 and 

9Wn k 

dk Wn 
0.13 

(24) 

(25) 

for the maximum take-off weight per passenger. For 
clarity, the variable Wt0 INpax has been substituted by 
Wn in equation (25). 

various design constraints considered in the present 
analysis: tip chord, ct; spanwise location of minimum 
airfoil chord, ycmin'> and cruise lift coefficient, CL. The 
limitation in the number of passengers never affects 
the results. The mathematical minimum (with zero 
first derivatives) falls beyond the envelope of A and 
k values studied, for it is not realistic and does not 
respect the design constraints. The constrained opti
mum for DOC corresponds to A = 6.41 and A = 0.101, 
which are values quite apart from those of conven
tional airliners, typically in the 7-10 and 0.2-0.25 
ranges, respectively. The DOC minimum is very flat, 

5 OPTIMUM CRUISE CONDITIONS 

The former section has been devoted to establish the 
best wing planform for the aircraft, within the design 
space allowed by the constraints. Now, once the geo
metry, aerodynamics, and other related variables are 
known, the next step is to confirm that the 45 000 ft 
level chosen as the flying altitude is the most appropri
ate one for mid-cruise of such a long trip. Needless to 
say that the flight will require various cruise altitudes, 
typically three constant level segments [28, 32, 35], 
that should match the decreasing weight. 
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Fig. 7 Specific range, AE, for Mn o m = 0.82 in terms of cruise Mach number and weight fraction 
(j] = VKcr/MT0W) for various cruise altitudes 

The specific range is the key variable for this pur
pose. Following the definition of specific fuel con
sumption, the range travelled per unit of fuel mass 
burnt becomes 

dR 

dW 

Ma^ L 1 

Cj DW 
(26) 

Figure 7 presents the specific range for a flying wing 
optimized for Mnom = 0.82. Although the aircraft has 
been designed for such speed, it will actually fly at 
varying levels and Mach numbers. Thus, Fig. 7 shows 
the distance flown per unit of fuel mass burnt, AE, as 
a function of M at various flight levels, for four weight 
fractions, namely Wc r/MTOW= 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, and 
0.95. The x-axis is always limited to M = 0.86 and, 
consequently, the figure does not depict the sharp 
decline produced by the drag rise on the right-hand 
side. 

The results indicate that the aircraft gains effi
ciency at very high flight levels, about 45 000-47 000 ft. 
On the other side, as expected, the optimum Mach 
number increases with the aircraft weight, always 
being slightly smaller (one- or two-hundredths) than 
the design Mach number, because the overall opti
mization process includes economics and other 
factors. 

For Mnom = 0.82 the initial optimum cruise (at about 
0.95 MTOW) would be at Mcr = 0.81 and 45 000 ft, with 

a specific range of 0.185 km/kg. Later in the flight, 
when the weight has been reduced to 0.90 MTOW, 
the optimum cruise can be either at Mcr = 0.81 and 
45 000 ft or at Mcr = 0.82 and 47 000 ft, in both cases 
with a specific range of about 0.195 km/kg. Finally, 
when the flight is near the end and the aircraft weight 
is about 0.80 MTOW, the flying wing should cruise 
at Mcr = 0.81 and 47 000 ft to reach an astounding 
0.215 km/kg. This last value is equivalent to 2.041 per 
pax per 100 km, or 57 g C0 2 per passenger.kilometre, 
which are very good marks even for compact cars, but 
at about 870 km/h instead of about 100 km/h [22]. 

The aircraft designed for Mnom = 0.80 or 0.85 is 
almost as good as the former one, with optimum 
specific ranges just 2-3 per cent below the aforemen
tioned values. The only difference is that at Mnom = 
0.80 the optimum cruise remains longer at 45 000 ft, 
and for Mnom = 0.85 the cruise should always take 
place at 47 000 ft. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The flying wing is a promising configuration for future 
transport aircraft. Previously published details of con
ceptual designs show that such an aircraft would 
require about 15-20 per cent less fuel than its con
ventional counterparts, need shorter runways for air
port operations, and produce a less intense wake, 



which would resul t in a r emarkab le increase in the 
a i rpor t capacity. Not only very large aircraft, in the 
800-1000-seat class, could b e feasible a n d efficient, t he 
m e d i u m - s i z e category could also bea t conven t iona l 
airliners in the 300-seat class. 

The specific conc lus ions of the p re sen t research are 
as follows. 

1. According to t h e sensitivity analysis carr ied out, t he 
aspec t rat io is m o r e i m p o r t a n t for op t imiz ing the 
wing p lanform t h a n the t aper ratio, a l though b o t h 
are l inked to s t ruc tura l cons t ra in t s tha t i m p e d e 
reach ing t h e abso lu te o p t i m u m . 

2. The o p t i m u m flying wing, fulfilling a series of rel
evant des ign a n d opera t iona l cons t ra in ts , h a s a 
p lanform defined by an aspec t rat io of 6.3 a n d a 
t ape r rat io of 0.10, values tha t fall qui te apa r t from 
those found in c o m m o n t r anspor t jets . 

3. The cons t r a ined o p t i m u m co r re sponds to a flying 
wing tha t carries a b o u t 280 passenge r s at 760 kg 
of m a x i m u m take-off weight pe r passenger , for a 
10 000 k m route . 

4. To fully benefi t from its i nhe ren t characteris t ics , a 
t r anspo r t flying wing m u s t cruise at a b o u t M c r = 
0.82 a n d 45 000-47 000 ft, t h u s freeing lower, m o r e 
conges ted airways. 

In t h e last t ier of its trip, a m e d i u m - s i z e flying wing 
would b e as efficient as a c o m p a c t car, in t e r m s of fuel 
b u r n t (2.11 pe r passenger pe r 100 km) or C 0 2 p r o d u c e d 
(57 g pe r passenger .ki lometre) , b u t at 870 ins tead of 
1 0 0 k m / h . 

© A u t h o r s 2010 
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APPENDIX 

Notation 

A 
AE 
Cf 

ci 
£min 

Quel 

c, price 

speed of sound at or above the 
tropopause 
wing aspect ratio 
specific range (Fig. 7) 
friction coefficient 
specific fuel consumption 
minimum chord for habitability 
fuel contribution to direct operating cost 
contribution of price-dependent terms to 
direct operating cost 

QDO 

cL 
D 
DOC 
K 

L 
M 
MPL 
MTOW 
Npax 
OEW 
V 
PL 
R 
Re 
RF 
S 
¿>cab 

tic 
TF 
V 
W 

wf 
Wi 

wt0 
Wn 

P 
Y 
X 
A 
<P 

non-lift-dependent drag term 
(equation (15)) 
lift coefficient 
drag 
direct operating cost 
range parameter (see equations (10) to 
(13)) 
lift 
Mach number 
maximum payload 
maximum take-off weight 
number of passengers 
operating empty weight 
pressure at cruise altitude 
payload 
range 
Reynolds number 
reserve fuel 
wing area 
cabin area 
airfoil relative thickness 
trip fuel 
cruise speed 
weight 
final cruise weight 
initial cruise weight 
maximum take-off weight 
abbreviation to Wt0 /Npax (see 
equation (25)) 

parameter in equation (4) 
specific heats ratio (1.4) 
wing taper ratio 
quarter chord swept angle 
parameter in equation (4) 

Subscripts 

cr cruise 
nom nominal or design value 
ref reference from previous study [20] 


